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Abstract
The current scenario of COVID-19 makes us to think about the devastating diseases that kill so many people every year. 
Analysis of viral proteins contributes many things that are utterly useful in the evolution of therapeutic drugs and vaccines. 
In this study, sequence and structure of fusion glycoproteins and major surface glycoproteins of respiratory syncytial virus 
(RSV) were analysed to reveal the stability and transmission rate. RSV A has the highest abundance of aromatic residues. 
The Kyte–Doolittle scale indicates the hydrophilic nature of RSV A protein which leads to the higher transmission rate 
of this virus. Intra-protein interactions such as carbonyl interactions, cation–pi, and salt bridges were shown to be greater 
in RSV A compared to RSV B, which might lead to improved stability. This study discovered the presence of a network 
aromatic–sulphur interaction in viral proteins. Analysis of ligand binding pocket of RSV proteins indicated that drugs are 
performing better on RSV B than RSV A. It was also shown that increasing the number of tunnels in RSV A proteins boosts 
catalytic activity. This study will be helpful in drug discovery and vaccine development.
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Introduction

Currently, the entire world is facing the appalling effect of a 
viral disease, i.e., COVID-19. Death processions are on the 
rise in every country. Wave after wave continues to show 
their destructing power. Researchers are pursuing many 
drugs for the treatment of COVID-19 [1, 2]. Although, 
vaccination of COVID-19 has started in many countries. 
The current scenario is forcing us to think about the deadly 
viruses that do not have any vaccine. Respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV) is one of them [3–5]. It appears at a pre-pan-
demic level every year in the USA and UK [6]. The hideous 
effect of this virus is mainly reported in European countries 
[7, 8]. More than one lac children die every year throughout 
the earth due to this deadly virus [9]. Not only children but 
adults are also affected by RSV [10]. It causes bronchiolitis 
in infants, lethal respiratory disease in children, and usually 

cold in adults [11]. Two types of RSV have been reported till 
now, i.e., RSV A and RSV B [12]. It had disclosed that RSV 
A is far more dangerous and has high mortality rate than 
RSV B [13]. Not only virulence, but RSV A has a higher 
spreading rate than RSV B [14].

RSV is also known as the Human Respiratory syncyt-
ial virus placed under the family Pneumoviridae. It is a 
negative-sense enveloped virus with single-strand RNA. 
The linear genome of this virus contained a total of 15,000 
nucleotides [15]. It forms a syncytial during the fusing of 
an infected cell. RSV has 10 genes that encode 11 types of 
protein [16]. Between them, major surface glycoprotein (G 
protein) and fusion glycoprotein (F protein) are playing an 
important role in the RSV life cycle. Major surface glyco-
protein helps in the host–virus attachment, whereas fusion 
glycoprotein shows its activity in the fusion of cell mem-
brane and formation of syncytial [12]. Host–virus cross-
talking interactions had studied by researchers where only 
the unique host genes were discussed [13, 14]. Genomic 
comparison between RSV A and RSV B reveals their diver-
sity and evolutionary rate. It also shows that the high substi-
tution rate of G protein affects fearful infection of RSV [17].
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Although in silico analysis of protein sequence has been 
done on N, G and F protein to check sequence variability. 
However, it is not sufficient enough to describe RSV strain 
variations [18]. Researchers are still trying to figure out 
why there is such a high level of stability, divergency, and 
severity of RSV A than RSV B. To find answers it is essen-
tial to analyze the structures of the proteins in addition to 
the sequence. Currently, the intra-protein interaction gives 
clues about protein stability and other properties [19]. Non-
covalent interactions like aromatic–aromatic interactions, 
aromatic–sulfur interactions, cation–pi interactions, ionic 
interactions, etc., are crucial factors in protein stabilization. 
It plays a prodigious important role in extremophilic bac-
teria [20–24] and viruses [25]. Polar residues from protein 
sequences are mainly responsible for all those intra-protein 
interactions. Salt bridge, i.e., the interaction between acidic 
and basic amino acids are shown important role in extremo-
philes [26]. Mitra and Mohapatra have reported the effect of 
network aromatic–aromatic interaction and its effectiveness 
[27].

In silico study of RSV fusion glycoprotein and surface 
glycoprotein had not been done yet. In this study, sequences 
and structures of the major surface glycoprotein and the 
fusion glycoprotein from RSV A and RSV B have been ana-
lyzed. A comparative study between two subtypes describes 
the reasons behind the higher stability, divergency, and 
spreading rate of RSV A than RSV B. The drug protecting 
nature of RSV A will be revealed through their structural 
properties. This study will help to find better drugs and the 
development of vaccines.

Materials and methods

Dataset

All reviewed sequences of the major surface glycoprotein 
(G) and the fusion glycoprotein (F) of RSV were extracted 
from the protein database UniProt [28]. The Universal Pro-
tein Resource (UniProt) is a database that contains informa-
tion on protein sequences and annotations. Crystal structures 
of the subtype RSV A major surface glycoprotein and fusion 
glycoprotein were retrieved from the largest protein data-
base, RCSB PDB [29]. However, the structure of fusion gly-
coprotein of RSV B subtype was available in the database, 
but due to the lack of major surface glycoprotein structure, 
we have created its model through homology modeling.

Homology modeling of RSV B surface glycoprotein

Due to the unavailability of the RSV B major surface gly-
coprotein structure, it was mandatory to construct that 
model by homology modeling to compare both structures 

of RSV subtypes. The model of RSV B major surface gly-
coprotein (O36633) was done by MODELLER V.9.4 [30]. 
The structure of the major surface glycoprotein from RSV 
A was considered as a template (P03423/5WNA). Target 
sequence showed 73.33% sequence identity with template 
sequence. Validation of model structure has been done by 
several online servers [31–33].

Analysis of protein sequences

All reviewed sequences were subjected to multiple sequence 
alignment (MSA) with the help of Clustal Omega [34]. 
MSA was used to prepare a block of the protein sequence 
by Blockmaker [35]. Non-block format of sequences was 
used to calculate the amino acid compositions, and intrin-
sic disordered regions whereas a block of protein sequences 
were used to calculate Kyte–Doolittle hydrophobicity [36], 
Grantham polarity [37], etc. Amino acid compositions were 
calculated by the ProtParam server [38, 39]. Intrinsic disor-
dered regions were identified by the DisEMBL server [40]. 
Hydrophobicity and polarity were calculated by Protscale 
[38]. Tm predictor was used to calculate the Tm index 
(http:// tm. life. nthu. edu. tw/).

Analysis of protein crystal structures

From the RCSB PDB database, 5EA4 (fusion glycoprotein) 
and 5WNA (C chain) (major surface glycoprotein) of RSV 
A were chosen for analysis. Structures of the protein had 
been minimized by UCSF Chimera in 1000 steps along with 
forcefield [41]. Protein minimization techniques have an 
immense role in protein structural analysis, and it also helps 
to get valid results [42]. Analysis of secondary structure was 
done by the CFSSP server [43]. Intra-protein interactions 
were identified from the PIC server [44] and Arpeggio server 
[45]. Analysis of pockets, tunnels, pores, and cavities was 
analyzed by several online servers [46–48].

Result and discussion

Study of sequence diversity

Amino acid compositions of a protein not only affect its 
properties but also have an enormous effect on protein struc-
ture and stability. It also affects the rate of mutations and its 
effect on protein structure [49]. Changing amino acid in a 
specific position or multiple positions can change protein 
stability. Generally, proteins that have higher stability show 
special variation in their amino acid compositions [49, 50]. 
Protein hydrolysis and functions are also influenced by their 
compositions [51, 52].

http://tm.life.nthu.edu.tw/
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The fusion glycoprotein of RSV A showed a higher 
number of polar residues than RSV B (Fig. 1A). Although 
some hydrophobic residues (G, A, F, P, V) showed a slightly 
higher abundance in RSV A than RSV B. It is also reported 
that hydrophobic residues of the virus are playing an impor-
tant role in the formation of the fusion loop in membrane 
fusion [53]. The increasing number of amino acids G and P 
in proteins of the RSV A subtype helps to increase protein 
flexibility. Amino acids N have a role in mediating metabolic 
crosstalk between the host and pathogen [54]. Charged resi-
dues are also played many important roles in the membrane 
fusion of viruses [55]. Increasing charged residues and some 
specific hydrophobic residue might affect RSV A host cell 
fusion. On the other hand, the major surface glycoprotein of 
RSV A contains a high number of uncharged polar residues 
(Fig. 1B) than RSV B. Polar residues on the surface of pro-
tein increase its stability [56]. Therefore, the abundance of 
high polar residues in the surface protein of RSV A makes 
it more stable than RSV B. Hydrophobic residues are almost 
equal in both subtypes of major surface glycoprotein. But 
surprisingly aromatic amino acids showed higher abundance 
in both types of proteins from RSV A. Those residues might 
play a role in RSV A protein stability. Both proteins (i.e., 
fusion glycoprotein and major surface glycoprotein) showed 
almost similar intrinsic disordered regions but there is some 
marked difference point indicating that the intrinsic disor-
dered regions have a higher effect on RSV A than RSV B 
(Fig. 1C, D). Intrinsic disordered regions of proteins are 
playing a predominant role in protein folding, human dis-
ease, and cellular complexity [57]. It also affects cell sign-
aling and protein regulations by assisting in the formation 
of signaling complexes [58]. At various levels, viral IDPs 
mediate effective infection and govern pathogenesis [59].

The result of Kyte–Doolittle hydrophobicity from both 
proteins showed the hydrophilic nature of RSV A. That 
means proteins of RSV A are more interactive with aque-
ous media than RSV B. RSV generally transfers through the 
water droplet. Increasing hydrophilicity at the membrane can 
help RSV A to spread more easily than RSV B. Membrane 
hydrophilicity also increase many types of interactions like 
ion–dipole, dipole–dipole, hydrogen bonding between amino 
acids and water [60]. Increasing interactions of proteins 
increase its structural conformation and ultimately increase 
its stability [61]. In the case of polarity, both proteins are 
showing almost equal polarity in both subtypes, but RSV A 
showed some discernible difference points, which indicates 
RSV A has higher polarity than RSV B. It is already reported 
that proteins with high polarity attract aqueous solvents to 
increase their stability [62]. The average TM indexes of both 
proteins are low in RSV A than in RSV B which indicates 
that RSV A is more love a cold temperature. Therefore, it 
might be a factor for RSV A to present at a higher rate in 
winter than RSV B (Fig. 2).

Evaluation of G glycoprotein model of RSV B

Homology modeling is a principal technique in structural 
biology and drug discovery [63, 64]. Due to the lack of 
structure in major surface glycoproteins from RSV B, it 
was necessary to create a model to analyze their structural 
properties. The structure of major surface glycoprotein 
(P03423/5WNA) from RSV A was considered as a tem-
plate and sequence (O36633) from RSV B was taken as a 
target. After the preparation of the model, evaluation of the 
model is an important step to justify the model structure 
[65]. Global model quality estimation (GMQE) showed 0.3 
in the case of model structure. GMQE value ranges between 
0 and 1 in the model indicating its higher accuracy. QMEAN 
value of major surface glycoproteins OF RSV B structure is 
0.78 which indicates that it is a good-quality model.

The overall quality factor (Table 1) of the model (100%) 
showed a higher value than the template (90%) that was 
used. Z-score RMS of the template is 1.197 and 1.075 in the 
case of model structure. Z-score RMS decrease when the 
resolution of structure and R-factor increase. The number 
of outliers is also low in the model than template (5WNA). 
Analysis of the Ramachandran plot (Fig. 3) showed the 
model allowed more residues in its favored regions than the 
template. Interestingly model has no residues in its disal-
lowed regions, whereas the template has 3.8% residues in 
its disallowed region. The evaluation of the model showed 
that it is an acceptable model that can be used for further 
structural analysis.

Secondary structure analysis

Analysis of secondary structure revealed the amino acid pro-
pensity in helix, coil, turn and sheet. The presence of amino 
acids in a specific position can influence protein stability. 
The higher number of amino acid residues showed the high-
est abundance in the sheet of both subtypes (Table 2). But 
interestingly, RSV A increases its amino acid propensity in 
coil, helix, and turn than RSV B. Previous report suggested 
that coil and helix have a massive role in protein stability 
[66, 67]. Uncharged polar amino acids showed higher abun-
dance in the sheet of RSV. The charged polar amino acids 
show a higher propensity in the helix of both subtype pro-
teins. Hydrophobic residues have a higher plethora in sheets. 
An increase of charged residues in the helix can increase 
protein stability [68]. In the case of fusion glycoprotein, 
both subtypes have 13 helix–helix interactions, 1psi-loop, 
4 sheets, 10 beta-hairpins, etc. Between the sheets, 3 were 
antiparallel and 1 was mixed in type. However, the number 
of beta-turns was high in RSV B than RSV A subtype. The 
beta-turn conformation is a useful size for possible imitation 
by a drug-like small molecule and exhibits an energetically 
favorable configuration for a tetrapeptide segment. Within 
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Fig. 1  A Amino acid composition in fusion protein of RSV A and 
RSV B. B Amino acid composition in major surface glycoprotein 
protein of RSV A and RSV B. C Intrinsic disordered regions in 

fusion protein of RSV A and RSV B. D Intrinsic disordered regions 
in major surface glycoprotein protein of RSV A and RSV B
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Fig. 2  A Kyte–Doolittle hydrophobicity in fusion protein of RSV A 
and RSV B. B Kyte–Doolittle hydrophobicity in major surface glyco-
protein protein of RSV A and RSV B. C Grantham polarity in fusion 

protein of RSV A and RSV B. D Grantham polarity in major surface 
glycoprotein protein of RSV A and RSV B
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fusion glycoprotein, individual topological structure study 
of two distinct X-ray crystallographic structures (5EA4 and 
6Q0S) revealed variability (Fig. 4). The creation of specific 
secondary structures is favored by different amino acids. It 
was also reported that an increasing amount of alanine in 
the sequence of a protein can form a stable helix during 
the formation of secondary structure [69]. RSV A specially 
designed its sequence to gain more fixity through the helix 
stabilization.

Effect of intra‑protein interactions in protein 
structures

The increasing aromatic residues in RSV A sequence 
showed their immeasurable role in increasing the stabil-
ity of structures through different types of intra-protein 
interactions. Aromatic residues have participated in three 
types of interactions, i.e., aromatic–aromatic interactions, 
aromatic-sulfur interactions, and cation–pi interactions. 
Aromatic–aromatic interactions are the result of interac-
tions between two aromatic ring distances at 4.5–7 Å [27]. 
In the case of aromatic–sulfur interactions, aromatic resi-
dues form a non-covalent interaction with sulfur-containing 
amino acids (MET and CYS).

Aromatic–aromatic interactions showed similar interac-
tions in both subtypes in the case of both proteins (Table 3). 
But all dihedral angles have differed in both subtypes. Only 
a single network aromatic–aromatic interaction showed the 
difference in both subtypes from fusion glycoprotein. Fusion 
glycoprotein showed four network aromatic–aromatic inter-
actions, and six isolated aromatic–aromatic interactions in 
RSV A and RSV B. Major surface glycoprotein showed only 
one isolated aromatic–aromatic interaction in each subtype. 
Major surface glycoprotein shows a small number of intra-
protein interactions due to its small size. The database does 
not have the full-length structure of major surface glycopro-
tein. Most PHE amino acids have participated at a higher 
number in aromatic–aromatic interactions.

Aromatic-sulfur interaction showed a higher number in 
the fusion glycoprotein of RSV B than RSV A (Table 4). In 

the case of fusion glycoprotein, RSV A has five isolated, and 
two network aromatic–sulfur interactions, while RSV B has 
five isolated, and three network aromatic–sulfur interactions. 
The one extra network aromatic–sulfur interaction might 
give a slight advantage to the fusion glycoprotein of RSV 
B, but it does not have an edge in the case of major surface 
glycoprotein. The major surface glycoprotein of RSV A has 
one long network aromatic–sulfur interaction, which is fur-
nished by one TRP and three CYS residues. RSV B has only 
one isolated aromatic–sulfur interaction in its major surface 
glycoprotein. Therefore, aromatic–sulfur interactions have 
an enormous role in the stability of RSV A major surface 
glycoprotein. However, this is the first report of a network 
aromatic-sulfur interaction in viral proteins.

Basic residues are enhancing the stability of RSV A 
protein by the formation of cation–pi interaction [24]. The 
fusion glycoprotein, RSV A contains five cation–pi inter-
actions, whereas RSV B has three cation–pi interactions 
(Table 5). In the case of major surface glycoprotein from 
RSV A has two cation–pi interactions, and RSV B has only 
one cation–pi interaction. Most LYS residues have partici-
pated at a higher rate in cation–pi interactions. Increasing 
cation–pi interactions in RSV A might play a crucial role 
in its stability.

Non-covalent interactions between an acidic and a basic 
residue at a 4 Å distance indicate the formation of a salt 
bridge [24, 25]. When single pair amino acid residues are 
conforming this interaction, it is called the isolated salt 
bridge. Formations of network salt bridges of protein are 
the result of interaction between multiple pairs of isolated 
salt bridges. RSV A has 16 pairs of isolated salt bridges and 
four pairs of network salt bridges whereas RSV B has 17 
pairs of isolated salt bridges and only a single pair of net-
work salt bridges (Table 6). Salt bridges are the chief factor 
in the high stability of RSV A. Salt bridges increase protein 
stability and help to stabilize them in high temperatures, 
high salt concentrations, and highly acidic environments [24, 
25, 27]. RSV A is stabling itself by increasing the number 
of network salt bridges to gain more stability over another 
subtype. Mostly GLU as acidic residues and LYS as basic 
residues have a higher abundance in salt bridge formation. 
In the case of basic residues, LYS is almost double the num-
ber of ARG. Those residues that participated in cation–pi 
interactions have also participated in salt bridge formation. 
Surprisingly, HIS is absent in the formation of salt bridges 
within 4A distance.

The number of carbonyl interactions in the fusion protein 
of RSV A is 57 and 53 in RSV B. Major surface glycopro-
teins of both subtypes showed two carbonyl interactions. It 
was reported that this type of short interaction can contrib-
ute energy to protein stability [70, 71]. Therefore, the high 
number of carbonyl interactions in RSV A has a role in its 
stability over RSV B.

Table 1  Properties for evaluation of model in compare to major sur-
face glycoprotein of RSV A (5WNA)

Properties 5WNA Model

Overall quality factor 90 100
Z-score RMS 1.197 1.075
Outliers (%) 3.9 2.6
Residues in most favoured regions 88.5 96.2
Residues in additional allowed regions 7.7 3.8
Residues in generously allowed regions 0 0
Residues in disallowed regions 3.8 0
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Analysis of pocket, tunnels, cavities of RSV proteins

Pockets are mainly present on the surface of proteins 
and play an essential role in the attachment of drugs or 
small molecules [72]. Identification of pockets is very 

important for the discovery of new drugs by molecular 
docking [73]. The number of pockets in fusion glyco-
protein and major surface glycoprotein shows a higher 
number in RSV B than in RSV A (Table 7). In the case of 
fusion glycoprotein, RSV A has 58 pockets, and RSV B 

Fig. 3  A Ramachandran plot of major surface glycoprotein (5WNA) 
from RSV A. B Ramachandran plot of major surface glycoprotein 
model structure from RSV B. C Z-score RMS of major surface glyco-

protein (5WNA) from RSV A. D Z-score RMS of major surface gly-
coprotein model structure from RSV B.
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has 72 pockets. On the flip side, the major surface glyco-
protein of RSV A has two pockets, and RSV B has three 
pockets. That means RSV B can deal more with drugs or 
ligand molecules. The pocket area of the major surface 

glycoprotein of RSV A is 13.46 and 18.97 Å2 in the case 
of RSV B. However, the pocket area of fusion glycopro-
tein in RSV A is higher than in RSV B. A similar effect 
showed on the volume of pockets. But intriguingly, the 

Table 2  Secondary structure analysis of fusion glycoprotein and major surface glycoprotein to revealed amino acid positions in coil, sheet, helix 
and turn

Position RSV A RSV B

Uncharged polar Charged Hydrophobic Uncharged polar Charged Hydrophobic

Fusion glycoprotein
 COIL 5.75 2.44 4.88 1.57 1.39 2.79
 SHEET 15.85 2.79 23.52 25.44 5.05 30.66
 HELIX 11.67 11.67 14.11 6.79 10.45 9.06
 TURN 4.36 2.26 0.70 4.18 1.92 0.70

Major surface glycoprotein
 COIL 8.39 3.02 5.70 7.05 5.03 4.03
 SHEET 28.52 5.37 19.80 31.54 6.71 18.79
 HELIX 4.03 7.38 6.71 5.37 7.05 4.03
 TURN 5.70 2.35 3.02 4.03 3.69 3.02

Fig. 4  Topology structure of fusion protein from A RSV A (5EA4) and B RSV B (6Q0S) showed difference in their secondary structures
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Table 3  Network (Colour pair) 
and isolated (black colour) 
aromatic–aromatic interactions 
in fusion glycoprotein and 
major surface glycoprotein of 
RSV A and RSV B

Protein name 

5EA4 6Q0S 

Positio

n 

D(centroid-

centroid) 

Dihedral 

Angle 
Position 

D(centroid-

centroid) 

Dihedral 

Angle 

Fusion 

glycoprotein 

Y441-

Y468 6.5 116.08 

Y441-

Y468 6.54 62.03 

F32-

Y441 5.15 12.8 

F32-

Y441 5.17 169.78 

F32-

Y468 5.08 115.73 

F32-

Y468 5.08 117.36 

Y86-

F223 6.86 52.06 

Y86-

F223 6.89 49.12 

Y198-

F223 5.96 153.67 

Y198-

F223 5.93 156.04 

F137-

F488 6.45 85.53 

F137-

F140 6.75 102.84 

F140-

F488 5.87 134.63 

F137-

F488 5.02 39.91 

W314-

Y342 5.83 176.88 

W314-

Y342 5.77 175.28 

Y342-

F351 4.65 30.11 

Y342-

F351 4.56 28.4 

Y44-

W341 4.82 86.88 

Y44-

W341 4.87 96.39 

W52-

Y286 5.83 112.41

W52-

Y286 5.85 118.72

F237-

Y299 5.81 109.44

F237-

Y299 5.67 103.6

Y306-

F366 5.46 72.85

Y306-

F366 5.28 69.65

F387-

F468 6.21 50.9

F387-

F468 6.54 40.91

Y478-

F483 5.38 71.18

Y478-

F483 5.03 49.95

5WNA Model

Major surface 

glycoprotein

F163-

F168

5.35 146.48

F163-

F168

6.41 144.78
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Table 4  Network (Colour pair) 
and isolated (black colour) 
aromatic–sulphur interactions in 
fusion glycoprotein and major 
surface glycoprotein of RSV A 
and RSV B

Protein name 

5EA4 6Q0S 

Position 
D(centroid-

centroid) 

Dihedral 

Angle 

Positio

n 

D(centroid-

centroid) 

Dihedral 

Angle 

Fusion 

glycoprotein 

F32-

C439 

5.27 94.62 

F32-

C439 

5.23 93.56 

Y53-

M264 

4.9 134.01 

Y53-

M264 

4.83 141.24 

F137-

M396 

4.74 23.4 

Y198-

M226 

5.25 146.79 

Y391-

C382 

4.9 65.48 

Y391-

C382 

4.85 66.5 

Y417-

C322 

4.06 26.15 

Y417-

C322 

4.14 27.52 

F237-

M251 

4.12 144.41 

F137-

M396 

4.61 49.92 

F237-

M289 

4.29 41.24 

F488-

M396 

5.21 32.43 

Y299-

M251 

4.43 23.47 

F237-

M251 

4.01 148.89 

F352-

C358 

4.26 149.5 

F237-

M289 

4.97 35.33 

F352-

C367 

3.83 168.66 Y299-

M251 

4.46 30.09 

F352-

C358

4.05 155.95

F352-

C367

3.88 173.74

Major surface 

glycoprotein

5WNA Model

W183-

C173

4.73 130.05

F165-

C182

4.45 50.62

W183-

C176

5.09 153.47

W183-

C186

4.35 133.09
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Table 5  Cation–pi interactions in fusion glycoprotein and major surface glycoprotein of RSV A and RSV B

Protein name 5EA4 6Q0S

Position D (centroid–
centroid)

Dihedral angle Position D (centroid–
centroid)

Dihedral angle

Fusion glycoprotein W52-R49 4.12 147.41 W52-R49 4.04 144.45
F137-R339 3.76 146.01 F190-K176 4.46 49.01
F190-K176 3.97 155.4 F435-K433 5.17 136.24
Y198-K226 4.96 137.84
F435-K433 4.99 133.15

5WNA Model

Major surface glycoprotein F170-K187 5.82 170.93 F170-K187 5.89 137.2
W183-R188 5.01 70.7

Table 6  Isolated and network (colour pair) salt bridge interactions in 
fusion glycoprotein of RSV A (5EA4) and RSV B (6Q0S)

5EA4 6Q0S 

Isolated Network Isolated Network 

E31-K42 E60-K168 E31-R42 E60-K191 

R49-D368 E60-K191 R49-D368 E60-K196 

E60-K168 E161-K293 E66-K80 

E60-K191 K293-E294 E82-K85 

E82-K85 K196-D200 D84-K87 

D84-K87 K196-E295 E161-K293 

E163-K166 K427-D448 K168-E294 

K176-D263 D448-K461 K176-D263 

E222-K226 

 

R202-E222 

R229-E256 R229-E256 

E232-R235 E232-R235 

D310-R364 D310-R364 

R336-D338 R336-D338 

K394-D489 K394-D489 

K433-D440 K433-D440 

E487-K498 K445-E463 

 

D448-K461 

Table 7  No. of pockets, area and volume of pocket, tunnels, cavities, 
voids of major surface glycoprotein and fusion glycoprotein from 
RSV A (5WNA and 5EA4) and RSV B (Model and 6Q0S)

Properties Major surface glyco-
protein

Fusion glycoprotein

5WNA Model 5EA4 6Q0S

No. of pockets 2 3 58 72
Pocket area (Å2) 13.46 18.97 811.449 686.478
Volume (Å3) 3.303 4.402 290.221 201.48
Tunnels 0 0 24 21
Cavities 1 1 19 20
Voids 0 0 8 4

fusion protein of RSV B has a larger single pocket than 
RSV A. It can be targeted by any drug molecule to inhibit 
its function. Therefore, RSV B can be smoothly inter-
played with drugs or ligand molecules. In another word, 
fewer pockets and the small size of individual pockets 
increase anti-drug properties in RSV A.

Tunnels are connecting the internal spaces of proteins 
with the exterior portion, by which substrate, co-factors, 
and ions move towards enzymes’ active sites. Not only 
transport but also tunnels are playing a major role in 
enzyme catalytic activity [74]. The fusion protein of RSV 
A (5EA4) showed a higher number of tunnels than RSV B 
(Fig. 5). Those tunnels might increase the activity of RSV 
A fusion protein by avoiding intermediate side reactions 
that are premature or undesired. Pores are also a type of 
channel that passes through the protein from one surface 
side to another surface side. Pores of RSV A are also 
larger than RSV B. Cavities are described as a deeper type 
of pocket [75]. It also showed similar results with pockets. 
The number of cavities is high in RSV B than in RSV A 
(Fig. 6). RSV A subtype showed 19 cavities in its fusion 
protein, whereas subtype B showed 20 cavities. The vol-
ume of individual cavities is also quantitatively dependent 
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on the number of amino acids that were lining the cavity. 
The best druggable cavity might be targeted for RSV B 
drug discovery using pharmacophores. At the molecular 
level, protein cavities play a crucial role in biological 
processes such as ligand binding. By decreasing the free 
energy of the natural state for the protein, a reduction 
in cavity size improves protein stability [76]. Voids are 

one type of cavities that are situated inside the protein 
and not occupied by protein atoms [49]. The number of 
voids showed a higher abundance in RSV A than RSV 
B. However, a large void space was observed in RSV B 
which was 131 Å3. Subtype A showed the highest void 
volume 110 Å3.

Fig. 5  A Tunnels in fusion glycoprotein (5EA4) of RSV A. B Tunnels in fusion glycoprotein (6Q0S) of RSV B. C Pore in fusion glycoprotein 
(5EA4) of RSV A. D Pore in fusion glycoprotein (6Q0S) of RSV B
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Conclusion

The present study is very much helpful to understand the 
plausible explanation behind the stability and higher trans-
mission possibility of RSV A. Amino acid compositions 
revealed that RSV A has incorporated more polar resi-
dues mainly aromatic residues in its sequences. Improving 
hydrophilicity helps it to transmit quickly through water 

droplets and also intensifies its stability by increasing its 
polarity. High intrinsic disordered regions help in protein 
folding and increase RSV A functionality. The higher pro-
pensity of charged residues in helix gives more stability to 
RSV A. Intra-protein interactions are giving the edge to 
elevate the stability of RSV A. Presence of network aro-
matic–sulfur interaction in viral protein has been revealed 
earliest in this study. Reduce the number of ligand binding 

Fig. 6  A Cavities in fusion glycoprotein (5EA4) of RSV A. B Cavities in fusion glycoprotein (6Q0S) of RSV B. C Voids in fusion glycoprotein 
(5EA4) of RSV A. D Voids in fusion glycoprotein (6Q0S) of RSV B
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pockets to protect RSV A from drug–protein interaction. 
The increasing number of tunnels is increasing its cata-
lytic activity. The study of fusion glycoprotein and major 
surface glycoprotein of the RSV helps to understand the 
reason for the dominant nature of RSV A and also helps 
in drug discoveries.
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